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ABSTRACT 

It is one of the key factors which cause “innovation dilemma” that managers prefer to support the sustaining innovation 
project. From the view of the manager’s innovation preference, the main propose of the paper is to study why it hap-
pened. The manager’s innovation preference will guide and motivate the staffs how to innovate, therefore it is appropri-
ate to analyze it by using the principal agent theory. Conclusions can be got by establishing and analyzing a multi-task 
principal-agent model. First of all, the model basically explains why incumbent enterprises prefer adopting sustaining 
innovation and entrant enterprises are inclined to disruptive innovation project. Secondly, the selection rights of middle 
managers towards innovation projects determine the strategic direction of enterprises. Manager’s innovation preference 
is consistent with the innovation types of employees. At last, the paper suggests that incumbent enterprises should in-
deed establish self-organizations or spin-off organizations to better carry out disruptive business. 
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1. Introduction 

When a manager faces multiple ideas, he definitely needs 
choose some of them and then turn them into formal in-
novation projects. Because the resources are limited, in 
practice, middle managers are usually responsible for 
doing these works, and then the result will be delivered 
to senior managers after selection. Generally, middle 
managers will subconsciously avoid proposing an idea 
which may not be approved by top manager. Obviously 
the top manager’s innovation preference is on behalf of 
an enterprise’s innovative strategy. So if the middle 
manager’s innovation preference is consistent with top 
manager That is to say, when middle managers can de-
termine which project can become formal innovative 
project with strategic value to enterprise, to some extent, 
the middle managers guide the strategic direction of the 
enterprise. 

Over the years, the middle managers haven’t got enough 
attention on enterprise innovation. Nanaka (1995) sharply 
points out that middle managers should never be “disap- 
pearing level”, they are the intersection of vertical and 
horizontal information flows and of great significance in 
the process of organizing knowledge creation [1]. Chris- 
tensen (2003) also agrees that middle managers play a 
key role in creativity stereo-type process [2]. From the 
perspective of disruptive innovation, the innovation 
strategy of enterprise which focuses on the core business 

that enterprise input all resources support, is called sus- 
taining innovation strategy, instead of targeting at con- 
sumers of the main market, disruptive innovation strat- 
egy is more inclined to new consumption market or even 
low consumption market. Why incumbent enterprises 
prefer sustaining innovation compared with disruptive 
innovation favored by new enterprises? Some scholars 
argued that the reason is incumbent enterprises have 
formed a relatively stable core conventional business, 
which has a competitive advantage, especially core com- 
petitive advantage [3], their managers need to pay more 
attention to maintain it [4]. The sustaining innovation 
strategy aiming at core customers and because sustaining 
innovation won’t change the existing value net-works of 
the enterprise, therefore its risks are relatively controlla- 
ble and profits predictable. Thus, incumbent enterprises 
prefer supporting sustaining innovation projects. Com- 
paratively, entrant enterprises haven’t formed their core 
business. The limited profits from core business push 
them to encourage innovation. Under the circumstances 
of opening creative minds and tolerant for failure, the 
idea proposed by employees to face new consumption 
market or even low consumption market will easily be 
adopted. That is to say, the distinguished features of di-
verse enterprises determine that the middle managers in 
incumbent enterprises prefer sustaining innovation pro- 
jects, and the managers of entrant enterprises like disrup- 
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tive innovation projects. 
Core advantage often means “core rigidity” [5]. Under 

the guidance of sustaining innovation strategy, an enter- 
prise’s innovations focus on high-end market, thus inno- 
vation consequence may be highly concentrated on spe- 
cific areas. The innovation scope seems too narrow in the 
technological era, which is a sign of lacking innovations 
in essence. Christensen (2003) thought that the over- 
emphasis on core customers would probably result in the 
ignorance of disruptive opportunities. When the products 
performance overshoots over time, core customers would 
be reluctant to pay for the performance premium. On the 
other hand, in the early stage, although the produce of 
entrant enterprises could not meet the requests of core 
customers, they keep improving products performance 
and ultimately deprive market of incumbent enterprise. 
This is the key reason why some enterprises run well and 
allocate resources with profits maximization theory but 
still lost market competitiveness. 

In reality, the managers in incumbent enterprises have 
negative attitude towards even oppose the disruptive in-
novation projects innately, which results in strategic fail-
ures, such as Kodak bankruptcy. Kodak devoted itself to 
various imaging technique researches and was equipped 
with strong ability to develop and promote various im-
aging techniques, but the vast resources put in core film 
business by managers results in the unfavorable position 
of digital imaging techniques research and promotion. As 
a consequence, when a series of digital products appear 
in the market, Kodak declined rapidly, ending up with 
bankruptcy. 

The structure of this paper is: After introduction, from 
the view of the innovation preference of middle manag-
ers, a principal-agent model will be established, then 
comparative static analysis would be done. After that, the 
author thinks that further discussions are necessary based 
on human capital theory and dynamic capability. The last 
is the section of conclusions. 

2. Hypothesis and Solution of the Model 

The paper names sustaining innovation activity and dis- 
ruptive innovation activity as conventional business and 
innovative business. It assumes that the choices of mid- 
dle managers towards innovative projects are consistent 
with those of supreme decision-making level. Managers 
are principals and employees are agents. Under the stan-
dard principal-agent model, agents have two specific 
tasks: conventional task and innovative task. The fol- 
lowing hypothesis can be got based on the above analysis. 
Firstly, the standard multi-task principal-agent model 
assumes that principal and agent sign a contract based on 
performance: S = α + β1x1, α represents the fixed salary 
of agent; β1 represents the sharing coefficient produced 
by the accomplishment of the conventional task or incen-

tive factor given by principal to agent, x1 is the output 
that can be confirmed. Then x1 = e1 + ε1, e1 shows the 
efforts agent spends in finishing conventional task, ε1 is 
random variable which is independent from the efforts of 
the agent ε1 → (0, σ2). Both principal and agent are risk- 
neutral, the reservation utility of agent is zero. Further 
hypotheses on this basis: 

Hypothesis 1 Assume that the principal innovation 
preference is continuous and represented by parameter k 
(0 < k ≤ 1). The principal is reluctant to invest resources 
in developing innovation products when k is large, and 
willing to put existing resources into core business. The 
principal is cautious when get involved in new business, 
thus those ideas concerned with traditional core business 
are more easily get support from principal, using exist- 
ing resources and knowledge to finish conventional core 
business. The sense of innovation of the principal is 
stronger when k is smaller. The principal supports non- 
core business ideas, having strong desire to explore new 
market, motivating agent to use new knowledge and 
paying more attention to the expected profits from the 
accomplished innovative tasks. 

Hypothesis 2 Principal and agent are players in a 
game, the time sequence of the game is: the first stage, 
principal has innovation preference, which is reflected on 
the expected profits of the principal. Then there is an 
explicit incentive contract, focusing on conventional task, 
between principal and agent. The second stage, agent has 
an idea of facing new market and exploring new custom- 
ers, principal considers whether to change the idea into a 
formal innovative project according to his own orienta- 
tion. The support of the principal means that agent has to 
decentralize efforts to improve the innovation idea under 
the premise of having original schedule tasks. Thus, the 
choice of the principal would lead the energy allocation 
of the agent. The third stage, according to the perform-
ance signal, principal pays salary to the agent according 
to the contract. If there are innovation achievements, the 
two parties proportionally allocate them according to the 
innovation value. 

Hypothesis 3 Changing innovative idea into an inno- 
vation achievement needs agent’s efforts, innovative ef-
forts, represented by e2, unit effort cost is c2, and e1 is 
conventional effort, the corresponding unit effort cost is 
c1, and e1 + e2 = 1. If principal wants to put his idea to 
practice, he must face the choice between innovative 
effort and conventional effort. When agent implements e2 

and gets innovative achievement, the achievement value 
is: μe2, m represents the innovative ability parameter (0 ≤ 
μ ≤ 1), or marginal output of the innovative efforts. The 
results can be observed, but cannot be confirmed by the 
third party. The allocation ratio is λ (0 ≤ λ ≤ 1). Then the 
expected innovative profits of principal and agent are 
λμe2 and (1 – λ)μe2 respectively. 
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Hypothesis 1 is the central hypothesis of this article. 
Hypotheses 2 and 3 are about innovation achievement 
sharing, Aghion and Tirole (1994) assume that there can 
be renegotiation after innovation achievement [6]. The 
result of the renegotiation can be a Nash Equilibrium 
Solution. In the case of repeated game, agents can per- 
form a ruthless strategy to ensure negotiations. The ne-
gotiating capacity of the agent is determined by whether 
the essential human resource capital is general or specific. 
Base on this, from the view of the appropriable ability of 
innovation, (Helleman 2011) studies the incentive prob- 
lem [7]. 

Under the above hypotheses, the profits of agent’s con- 
ventional efforts and innovative efforts are α + β1e1 and 
(1 – λ)μe2 the efforts are 2 2c e1 1 , c2e2 respectively. The 
agent’s certain earning in the third stage is 

    2
1 1 2 22c e c e 



1 2 1 1 2,AU e e e e      1-    (1) 

The derivation of UA(e1, e2) to e1: 

   1 1 2 1c e e  1 1 2 1e c          (2) 

Under the previous circumstances, take principal’s in- 
novation preference into consideration and combine 
agent’s incentive constraints and participation constraints, 
the expected profits of the principal in the second stage 
is: 

    21
1

1 2 1 1 1
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The principal’s decision in the first stage is: 
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We can assume that V stands for total certain earnings, 

put IR into the objective function: 

   2
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Then put IC into the objective function, and the deri- 
vation is: 

1 1 1 k k  
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After simple calculation, from the principal’s objective 
function, we can get that the second derivative of β1 is 

1 , and the second order derivative of e1, e2 is –c1 
< 0. Thus, the objective function V of principal is the 
strictly concave function of β1, e1, e2.  

0k c 

Then put (6) into IC, effort level can be got under 

equilibrium situation: 

   1 2 11 k c k c k            (8) 

2 11e e
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  tion of V   . Put (6), (7) into (5), explicit func
can be got: 
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Here assume  A 2 11 2 c c     . 

3. The Model Analysis 

nce of Principal’s  

Prop vious hypotheses, in the first 

3.1. Analysis on the Influe
Innovation Preference on Innovation  
Decision Making 

osition 1 Under the pre
stage of the game, principal can choose to support tradi- 
tional innovation, principal pays attention to the profits 
brought by conventional task (k → 1). He can also choose 
those innovations facing new market and customers, that is 
to say, principal focuses on the profits brought by inno-
vative task (k → 0). Under the equilibrium, the optimal 
value of objective function was got at the peak (k → 0 or 
k = 1). Besides, the target expected profits of innovative 
task efforts are higher than those of conventional efforts 

0 1k kV V
 

  . 
sinProof: U g (8) to get the derivation： 

2 2 2 22 2V k c A c k c A 
1 1 1 1      , so 

2 2 2 2 3
12 0V k c k      

So V* is a strictly concave function of k. That is to say, 
the optimal value of the objective function can be got at 
the peak point. Where exists a k*, when k* > k, 

0V k   ; when k* < k, 0V k   . 
ns that prefereThis mea nce coefficient (k) will enter 

th

: 

e upward moving channel (k → 1), the principal tends 
to support the tasks related with traditional core business. 
When k* > k, the preference coefficient (k) will enter the 
downward moving channel, the principal tends to focus 
on innovations facing new market and customers; he 
cares about the profits brought by new innovation tasks. 
From (5) we can know that this task is risky and at the 
expense of losing traditional business profits. 

At last, when k = 1, the objective function is

  2
1 1 2V c c   



1 2 1 2k c           

Similarly, when k → 0, the objective function is: 

0 1k  
From the assumption c1, μ > 0, if λ ≠ 0, then 

kV

* 2 2lim /V c kl m=

0



   , thus 0 1k kV V
 

  . 
at Proposition 1 points out th the principal is not quite 

willing to innovate new business under certain circum- 
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stances (k* < k), he likes to use the existing knowledge 
and experience to engage in less risky innovation. When 
(k* > k), the innovation is risky because the innovation 
result is uncertain. 

Under the condition that innovation preferences of 
pri

es new ma

ther parameters un- 
ch

ing 
fu

ncipal and enterprise are consistent, when k = 1, the 
principal type is named the optimal enterprise which al- 
locates resources according to profits maximization [8]. 
When conventional core business relatively stabilizes, 
enterprise naturally orients its resources on conventional 
core business, which is reflected by k = 1. As to innova-
tive strategies, the optimal enterprise also innovates and 
chooses conservative strategies. When k → 0, the princi- 
pal type is called innovative enterprise, which focuses on 
the development opportunities in the future and stands 
for the profits loss in short period, motivating innovation 
and tolerating failure. In reality, the entrant enterprise 
hasn’t founded any core business, the profits from which 
are limited. Thus, encouraging staff innovation can bring 
more profits and aggressive innovative strategy is more 
likely to be adopted, such as disruptive innovation. k → 0 
reflects this feature of newly established enterprise. The 
value of the innovation preference (k) proves that tradi- 
tional incumbent enterprises like to focus on conven- 
tional core business, while newly established enterprise 
is willing to allot no effort in innovation business. From 

0 1k kV V
 

  , we can know that the innovation which fac-
rket will be more risky, but it can bring more 

profits once it succeeds. This can briefly explain one 
question in disruptive innovation theory: why incumbent 
enterprise likes sustaining innovation, and why entrant 
enterprise prefers disruptive innovation. The lower the in-
novation preference is, the more the principal is willing to 
maintain core customers, which can be regarded as sustaining 
innovative strategy. The higher the innovation preference 
is, the more the principal is willing to adopt the innova-
tive strategy facing new market and customers, which 
can be considered as disruptive strategy. As a principal, 
the innovative preference of middle managers influences 
the innovation decision-making and finally affects the 
strategic direction of the enterprise. 

Proposition 2 Suppose all the o
anged under the previous assumption, when the pref- 

erence coefficient (k) enters the upward channel (k → 1) 
the motivation of conventional business will be strengthened. 
The principal’s innovative efforts will decrease continu- 
ously if he gets less encouragement. On the contrary, the 
energy spent on conventional business will increase. 
When the principal totally tolerates innovation (k → 0), 
the optimal dominant performance motivation coefficient 
is negative, and the agent will assign no effort in innova- 
tive business. When the principal cannot tolerate the in- 
novation of the agent (k = 1), the optimal dominant per- 
formance coefficient reaches the maximum, thus attract- 

ing agent to devote more in traditional core business. 
Proof: From (6), we can know that k is an increas
nction of 1

 . When k → 0, 

 10 0
m

k k


 
li lim1 1 k k       . 

And when k = 1, 1 1  . From (7), when k = 1, 

    1 2 1  1 1 1e c c    ,    1 1 1e e  2 1 , 

when k → 0, 

   1 2 10
1 1

k
k k c k c k  


lim e k         ,  

from the assumption e1 ≥ 0, so  

 

 1 2lim 0 0,e e   
0

0 1
k

  . 

The proposition 2 points out that when the principal’s 
innovative intention is weak (k → 0), its incentive to-
wards traditional business is bigger compared with strong 
(k → 0). The combination of proposition 1 and 2 shows 
when the principal completely supports the agent’s in-
novation activity, the agent will get motivated and de-
votes all his energy to innovative task. When the princi-
pal doesn’t support agent’s innovation at all (k = 1), the 
efforts of agent on traditional business is  1 1e , and 

 11 1e  is left to be used on innovation. The re, the 
on preference greatly influences the devotion 

degree of the agent, and further influences the output 
efficiency of the innovation.  

Lemma 1 Assuming that the

refo
innovati

re are two types of agents: 
th

 in (3), from the previous 
as

e conventional type lacking creative spirits, or the ag-
gressive innovative type. When the principal doesn’t 
know which type the agent belongs to, he can provide 
contract sets {(α, 0), (0, β)} for agent to choose, which 
reflects the type of the agent. 

Proof: Put (6) and (7) into IR
sumption  2 11 2A c c     , we can get the 

optimal fixed income: 

 2

1 1 22c k cc A           

The signal of k   depends 
On: 2 2 2 k2

1c k A    , thus: 
2 2 2

13 0k c k    3k A     , 
2 2 2 2 4 3

19 2k c k A k    0    

From Lemma 1, we can know that α*decrease s k in-
cr

 

s a
eases. While from Proposition 1, the objective function 

gets the optimal value at the end point (k → 0 or k = 1). 
Thus, when the orientation of the principal is conserva-
tive (k = 1), principal will pay more attention to tradi-
tional business profits. At this moment, continuously 
reducing fixed wage is the optimal choice for principal. 
Because of the constraints of limited liability, α ≥ 0, as k 
increases, α* = 0 at last. When the principal wants to in-
novate (k → 0), from Proposition 2, the optimal 1

  is 
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negative. When k → 0. At this moment, the conventional 
task is not motivated; the profits of the principal and 
agent depend on the agent’s innovative efforts (e2). Be-
cause of the uncertainty of the innovation, the principal 
will not determine the profits of the agent solely by in-
novative achievements sharing coefficient (λ), thus there 
must be α* > 0. If assume that β ≥ 0 reasonably, then the 
optimal explicit contract given by principal to agent is (α, 
0). When the principal’s orientation is conservative (k = 
1), the optimal explicit contract given by the principal to 
the agent is (0, β). In reality, the enterprise recruitment 
pays more attention to whether the employees’ values are 
in consistent with the enterprises’. Employees who are 
willing to take risks are welcomed by enterprises en-
couraging innovation. Through different compensation 
designings, enterprises can easily find employees meet-
ing its own culture. As the enterprise grows, it can get 
more and more innovative employees together. It is the 
opposite case for enterprises under the traditional culture. 

3.2. The Influence of Innovative Achievement 

Prop  Under the previous assumptions, suppose 

t 

Sharing Coefficient on Effort Level and 
Profits 

osition 3
all the other parameters unchanged, as λ increases, the 
agent is more reluctant to engage in innovative activities, 
the effort level of the innovative task will continuously 
decrease, the motivation of conventional business is 
strengthened. On the contrary, the effort level of conven- 
tional task will increase constantly. 

Proof: from (6), it is obvious tha 1
  is the increas-

ing function of λ. From (7) we can know that 

1 20,  0e e        . According to the assumption, 
 willing to motivate the agent to 

allot more innovative efforts, the less the agent gets prof-
its from the innovative achievement. Thus, agent likes to 
engage in conventional activity instead of focusing on 
innovative efforts. Especially, when λ = 0 (or λ = 1), the 
agent (or the principal) gets all the innovative achieve- 
ments. When λ = 0, agent gain all the returns, principal 
has nothing; when λ = 1, the principal got everything, 
and agent has nothing and finally gives up innovative 
efforts. Thus the optimal λ must be between (0, 1). 

Proposition 1 to 3 say that principal can interfere

the more the principal i

 with 
th

suppose all the other parameters un- 
ch

s

e innovation of agent; it can also lead the energy allo-
cation by influencing the explicit motivation strength. Of 
course, on the basis of this, the energy allocation of agent 
is also determined by the of the principal’s appropriablity 
from innovation. 

Proposition 4 
anged, there exists a threshold value λ under equilib- 

rium condition, when λ* < λ, the objective function con- 
stantly increases as λ increases. When λ < λ*, the objec-
tive function will constantly decreases as λ increases. 

Proof: from (8) 
2 2

1 12 2

2

kA c k c k

A k

    
  

 
  

 
V   

2 2 2 2 2
1 1 14 4V k c c c k        , 

then  22 2
12 1 0V k c k      

s, the objective V* is the u-curve of λ. Therefore, 
th

Thu
ere must exist a λ*, when λ < λ*, 0V    , when λ* 

< λ, 0V    . 
Pr shoposition 4 ows the influence of innovation result 

ex

4. Further Discussions 

tal theory, the principal’s 

clusivity (λ) on (V*). For certain innovative efforts, it is 
obvious that the stronger principal’s appropriable ability, 
the more profits he can get; the principal thus have strong 
motivation to encourage agent to innovate. But from 
proposition 3, when λ → 1, agent will not innovate at all, 
thus the innovation profits declines to 0. Therefore, when 
principal’s appropriable ability is strong, agent would not 
like to engage in innovation. On the contrary, when λ → 
0, from proposition 3, if agent likes to innovate, but prin-
cipal cannot get any innovative profits, thus, the weaker 
principal’s appropriable ability, the more reluctant for the 
principal to motivate the agent to innovate. So on the topic 
of innovation results sharing, proposition 4 gives the direct 
proof of the conflicts in innovation fruits allocation, both 
parties need to compromise to reach a balance. 

From the view of human capi
negotiation ability depends on whether the human capital 
is general or specific. Specific human capital plays a key 
role in transaction cost theory [9] and property rights 
theory [10]. On the other hand, if agent’s innovation ac-
tivity requires the principal’s specific assets, then this is 
the so-called appropriability problem. Nelson (1959), 
Arrow (1962), Teece (1986) had analyzed the problem 
from different views [11,12]. The PFI theory proposed 
by Teece provided a new view for analyzing appropri-
ability problem [13]. One important concept in PFI the-
ory is Complementary Assets, which is a key factor in-
fluencing enterprise’s innovative profits exclusivity. The 
strong complementary assets of an enterprise mean its 
strong ability to get profits from innovation. In the struc-
ture of this paper, the bargaining power of both principal 
and agent on innovation profits allocation depends on the 
human capital ability of the agent and the principal’s 
appropriable ability from innovation. From the view of 
complementary assets, combine the innovation prefer-
ence coefficient, proposition 4 says when the principal’s 
innovative preference is high (k → 0); he is concerned 
with profits coming from innovative business. At this 
moment, if agent’s innovation must depend on the com- 
plementary assets of the principal, then the incentive on 
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5. Conclusions 
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